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Abstract 

Background: Mode effects, the variations in item and scale properties attributed to 
the mode of test administration (paper vs. computer), have stimulated research around 
test equivalence and trend estimation in PISA. The PISA assessment framework pro-
vides the backbone to the interpretation of the results of the PISA test scores. However, 
an identified gap in the current literature is whether mode effects have affected test 
score interpretation as defined by the assessment framework, and whether the inter-
pretations of the PBA and CBA test scores are comparable.

Methods: This study uses the 2015 PISA field trial data from thirteen countries to 
compare test modes through a construct representation approach. It is investigated 
whether item facets defined by the assessment framework (e.g., different cognitive 
demands) affect item difficulty comparably across modes using a unidimensional two-
group generalized partial credit model (GPCM).

Results: Linking the assessment framework to item difficulty using linear regression 
showed that for both maths and science domains, item categorisation relates to item 
difficulty, however for the reading domain no such conclusion was possible. In com-
paring PBA to CBA in representations across the three domains, maths had one facet 
with a significant difference in representation, reading had all three facets significantly 
different, and for science, four out of six facets had significant differences. Modelling 
items labelled “mode invariant” in PISA 2015, the results indicated that in every domain, 
two facets showed significant differences between the test modes. The graphical 
inspection of difficulty patterns confirmed that reading shows stronger differences 
while the patterns of the other domains were quite consistent between modes.

Conclusions: The present study shows that the mode effects on difficulty vary within 
the task facets proposed by the PISA assessment framework, in particular for read-
ing. These findings shed light on whether the comparability of score interpretation 
between modes is compromised. Given the limitations of the link between the reading 
domain and item difficulty, any conclusions in this domain are limited. Importantly, the 
present study adds a new approach and empirical findings to the investigation of the 
cross-mode equivalence in PISA domains.
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Background
When altering how a test is administered, referred to as test mode, an important 
step is ensuring the two versions of the test are equivalent, minimising the impact of 
the change. For the Programme for International Student Assessment (PISA), a major 
change occurred in 2015, when the main domains of mathematics, reading, and science, 
were digitised and assessed using computers in the majority of participating countries. 
This change in mode gives rise to questions about test score interpretation, particularly 
with respects to the underlying framework which is used to organise and operationalise 
the test items. To frame this study, three key areas need to be considered: (1) previous 
research on mode effects in PISA; (2) cross-mode equivalence in terms of the test score 
interpretation; and (3) the PISA assessment framework defining item facets, that may 
determine item difficulty.

Mode effects

The term mode effect refers to non-equivalence in psychometric item and scale proper-
ties arising from changing the mode of test administration (Kroehne & Martens, 2011). 
Cross-mode equivalence has formed an important part of the discussion around the psy-
chometric equivalence of test versions, and refers among other criteria to the compara-
bility of the test score interpretation (Buerger et al., 2016; Huff & Sireci, 2001; Kingston, 
2008; Wang et al., 2008). Importantly, “research does generally seem to indicate, how-
ever, that the more complicated it is to present or take the test on computer, the greater 
the possibility of mode effects” (Pommerich, 2004, pp.3–4). A number of large scale 
assessments, such as the National Assessment of Educational Progress (NAEP) (Ben-
nett et al., 2008), the Programme for International Assessment of Adult Competencies 
(PIAAC) (OECD, 2013), the Programme for International Student Assessment (PISA) 
(OECD, 2016), Trends In International Mathematics And Science Study (TIMSS) (Fish-
bein et al., 2018) and Progress in International Reading Literacy Study (PIRLS) (Mullis 
& Martin, 2019), have made or are making the transition from paper based assessment 
(PBA) to computer based assessment (CBA).

For PISA, the main transition from PBA to CBA was part of the 2015 main study, after 
offering CBA options in other areas in previous cycles. Each cycle of the PISA study is 
proceeded with a field trial, which is used to evaluate newly developed items and to try 
out field operations within PISA. The field trials for the 2015 PISA cycle, conducted in 
2014, used both CBA and PBA assessment modes across 58 countries to assess equiva-
lence across modes. Within schools, tests were randomly assigned to students as either 
PBA or CBA using a rotated booklet design. As such, the field trial was a form of bridge 
study (Mazzeo & von Davier, 2008), where the collected data was used for investigating 
the linking of the two assessment modes, by identifying PISA test items with no signifi-
cant mode effect. The 2015 OECD PISA technical report showed mode effects were pre-
sent for some items across countries (non-invariant items), with CBA being on average 
harder than PBA (OECD, 2016).

Following the field trial, the OECD report on the PISA 2015 results dedicated Annex 
6 (OECD, 2016) to mode effects, explaining in detail the model selection process and 
subsequent domains, country, and gender analysis. There are a number of important 
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conclusions drawn from the mode effect analysis that help establish the motivation for 
this study. First, it was concluded that “the existence of both positive and negative mode-
effect parameters further implies that we can identify a set of items for which strong 
measurement invariance holds” (OECD, 2016, p. 9). Those items for which no significant 
mode effect can be detected form the basis for linking the CBA assessment to past PISA 
cycles, while all trend items can be used, if retained in future studies, to measure the 
construct, due to the invariance properties. It was concluded from this study that “the 
effects seen do not imply that the validity of performance assessment on the computer 
test is influenced by an additional latent variable” (OECD, 2016, p. 9). Important for the 
present study, the technical report did not address how the identified mode effects at 
an item level (e.g., item difficulties and item discriminations) may affect the construct 
interpretation as defined by the PISA assessment framework (OECD, 2017b), leaving an 
obvious gap in the literature.

Following on from the initial PISA technical report, several independent studies 
(Feskens et al., 2019; Jerrim et al., 2018; Robitzsch et al., 2020) have since added to the 
body of literature on mode effects in PISA. For Germany, an analysis was undertaken by 
Robitzsch et al. (2020), which focused on marginal trend estimation and mode effects 
using the PISA 2015 field trial data. There was a decline in mathematics and science 
in the PISA 2015 main study. A key finding of the work by Robitzsch et al. was that in 
the presence of mode effects, trend estimation is still possible using the 2015 field trial 
items as a bridge study, which enables the linking of PBA (until PISA 2012) and CBA test 
(since 2015). Using linking procedures for estimating marginal trends that account for 
mode effects, the German average PISA scores for mathematics and science were esti-
mated to have increased over this time.

Reanalysing the PISA 2015 field trial data, Jerrim et  al. (2018) used data from Ger-
many, Ireland, and Sweden to identify the presence of mode effects. One of the essential 
goals of this research was to test for mode effects within the data only on items deemed 
mode invariant by the OECD report. It was expected that in removing these affected 
items, the mode effect should disappear. However, there are still negative effects for all 
countries that are not statistically significant for mathematics and reading, and in Ger-
many, a significant negative effect for science, that are of an important magnitude (3–9 
points) on the PISA metric. It can be argued that the previous research on mode effects 
in PISA converges on the idea that item difficulty differs between modes. In contrast, the 
question of whether the assessed constructs are equivalent across modes has attracted 
less attention, although it represents an important prerequisite of test equating (Holland 
& Dorans, 2006).

Test score interpretation and construct representation

An important criterion of test equivalence means that the test score from each mode can 
be interpreted to be determined by the same constructs. The International Test Commis-
sion (ITC) developed best practice guidelines for test developers, publishers and users 
on how to ensure equivalence (International Test Commission, 2005, pp.24–25). Spe-
cifically, Sect.  2c outlines that developers should “provide clear documented evidence 
of the equivalence between the CBT/Internet test and non-computer versions”. Investi-
gating construct equivalence across modes can be empirically done through a number 
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of approaches, including: (1) cross mode correlation, which requires a within-subject 
design (Kroehne et  al., 2019); (2) comparing construct representations as reflected by 
the effect of construct-relevant item characteristics (item facets) on difficulty; (3) com-
paring the nomothetic span using theoretically relevant covariates (Buerger et al., 2019); 
and (4) analyzing dimensionality, such as a random mode effect component across per-
sons (Annex 6, OECD, 2016).

Recent empirical studies investigating mode effects in terms of the construct interpre-
tation have used approach (3) for the German National Educational Panel Study (NEPS) 
reading items (Buerger et al., 2019) and approach (1) for PISA reading items (Kroehne 
et al., 2019). In PISA 2015, approach (4) was used to evaluate construct equivalence by 
assessing whether another latent variable is required to model the data (see Annex 6, 
OECD, 2016). However, a gap in the literature to date is to investigate whether item fac-
ets, as defined by the PISA assessment framework, determine item difficulty comparably 
between modes.

The theoretical work by Embretson (1983) lays the foundation for an analysis of 
approach (2), which underpins the item construction and interpretation of test scores. 
The construct representation approach described by Embretson (1983) is “concerned 
with identifying the theoretical mechanisms that underlie task performance” (Embret-
son, 1983, p.180). It thus can be used to investigate how mode effects interact with facets 
defined by the PISA assessment framework and, in turn, affect the comparability of test 
score interpretation across modes. Following the construct representation approach, 
evidence for a valid construct interpretation is provided if (construct-relevant) item fac-
ets determine item difficulty as hypothesized. It is assumed that theory-based item fac-
ets determine required components of information processing and thus account for the 
difficulty of an item. For instance, one facet may represent the type of cognitive process-
ing required in an item and there may be a hypothesis about which type is the most/least 
challenging one. To illustrate this approach, Fig. 1 shows an example construct represen-
tation based on a single item facet with three different categories of items.

In Fig. 1a, the construct for PBA is represented by the line linking P1, P2 and P3, and 
for the CBA mode, C1, C2 and C3. While there is a overall difference in mean item dif-
ficulty between modes, this difference is consistent, and as such, the overall construct 
representation would be considered to be the same. This would mean in turn that 
the test scores for both the PBA and CBA versions of the test are equivalent in their 

Fig. 1 Example Construct Representation
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interpretation. In Fig. 1b, the construct representation for the PBA mode remains the 
same, however the CBA construct representation shows C1 with the highest mean item 
difficulty, with C2 slightly less, and C3 having the lowest mean item difficulty. As such, 
the variation in how the item facet determine difficulty may indicate that the test score 
interpretations for each mode is different. To obtain a high test score in CBA the test 
taker needs to meet the challenge represented by category 1 while in PBA test takers are 
most awarded when they can solve category 2 items.

The PISA assessment framework

The PISA assessment framework was designed by subject matter experts to operation-
alise the overall assessment objectives of PISA. It is comprised of a number of item fac-
ets within each domain, three in mathematics, three in reading, and six within science 
(OECD, 2017c). The facets themselves are conceptual categorizations that help opera-
tionalise the domain specific assessment objectives. A central concept for the assessment 
development was that the collection of items assembled to a test should be ‘balanced’ 
across the facets defined by the assessment framework to ensure a complete construct 
representation (Stacey & Turner, 2015).

Each item reflects the underlying facets of this assessment framework and correlates 
to various aspects as to what the student is required to undertake in answering the ques-
tion. The facets and their corresponding facet categories are presented in Table 1, along 
with the number of items associated with each facet and the categories within the fac-
ets (OECD, 2017c). The percentage of items also identified by the OECD as mode-effect 
invariant by category has been added to highlight mode effect variation between the 
facet categories.

One of the challenges with PISA is that the assessment framework is developed by 
contractors with consultation of the subject matter expert groups in each cycle. The 
development of the framework can be “characterized by continuous revision of the same 
framework over many years and the involvement of academic experts across science 
education, science, learning psychology, assessment, and policy makers” (Kind, 2013, 
p. 672). The framework for 2015 was applied equally to the PBA and CBA implementa-
tions of the test. As such, it is a reasonable expectation that the two tests are equivalent; 
that the PBA and CBA versions of the test measure the construct in the same manner.

Construct-relevant item characteristics (item facets), as defined by the PISA assess-
ment framework, can be expected to determine item difficulty, for example, the item dif-
ficulty in reading items can be assumed to depend on the required cognitive processing 
(i.e., the cognitive aspect of reading). While the coverage of the assessment framework 
is achieved by many items, the composition of the measurement is constant at the level 
of interest (countries), because of the rotated booklet design. If individual facets of the 
assessment framework are affected differently by the mode effect, construct representa-
tion and test score interpretation, respectively, might change.

The PISA assessment framework defines facets that can be regarded to be more (e.g., 
type of cognitive processing) or less (e.g., situation) related to the targeted construct. 
Nevertheless, we decided to consider all facets, as all facets contribute to the compo-
sition of measurement, and in turn may affect the test score interpretation. Thus, for 
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Table 1 PISA facets and categories

Maths—Facet Category N items = 83 (% 
invariant items)

Content Change and relationships 22 (77)

Quantity 21 (52)

Space and shape 19 (58)

Uncertainty and data 21 (52)

Situation and context Occupational 20 (65)

Personal 13 (85)

Scientific 22 (59)

Societal 28 (46)

Process Employing mathematical concepts, facts and procedures 36 (61)

Formulating situations mathematically 24 (58)

Interpreting, applying and evaluating mathematical outcomes 23 (61)

Reading—Facet Category N items = 103 (% 
invariant items)

Situation Educational 30 (63)

Occupational 20 (65)

Personal 29 (55)

Public 24 (71)

Text format Continuous 62 (66)

Mixed 7 (57)

Multiple 3 (33)

Non-continuous 31 (61)

Aspect Access and retrieve 26 (54)

Integrate and interpret 53 (60)

Reflect and evaluate 24 (79)

Science—Facet Category N items = 85 (% 
invariant items)

Context 1 Global 17 (59)

Local/National 58 (74)

Personal 10 (80)

Context 2 Environmental quality 11 (64)

Frontiers 31 (71)

Hazards 9 (67)

Health and disease 15 (87)

Natural resources 19 (68)

System Earth and space 18 (67)

Living 39 (74)

Physical 28 (71)

Competency Evaluate and design scientific enquiry 16 (75)

Explain phenomena scientifically 41 (73)

Interpret data and evidence scientifically 28 (68)

Knowledge Content 51 (71)

Epistemic 10 (80%)

Procedural 24 (71%)

Depth of knowledge Low 30 (63%)

Medium 48 (73%)

High 7 (100%)
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investigating the comparability of the test score interpretation all facets defined by the 
respective assessment framework are taken into account.

Although the theoretical mapping of items to facet categories based on expert opinion 
is justifiable (American Educational Research Association et al., 2014), the way this was 
done in PISA is not necessarily based on a priori assumptions that guided the develop-
ment of the items. However, this would be a most rigorous approach to demonstrate 
validity evidence based on test content. Moreover, these is not a strong body of literature 
about the specific categorisations in PISA based on theoretical arguments and empirical 
evidence, especially in relation to item difficulty. Given these limitations (i.e., justifica-
tion of each facet, completeness of construct-relevant facets, and assignment of items 
to facets) we do not claim to perform construct validation because this would require a 
strong(er) theoretical justification of facets and their relation to the respective construct. 
Instead we investigate the comparability of score interpretations across modes using the 
available facets as defined by the PISA assessment framework. If the facets determine 
item difficulty, they affect the score interpretation no matter how strong the facets are 
theoretically justified.

Research questions
The main objective of this study is to extend the evidence regarding the equivalence of 
score interpretation between modes in the main PISA domains. To this end, we analyse 
mode effects in relation to item facets defined by the PISA assessment framework. More 
specifically, we investigate whether the considered facets determine item difficulty and 
in turn score differences comparably across modes. For this, the PISA 2015 field trial 
data for 13 countries is used.

Three research questions frame our study. The first question focuses on whether 
the item facets defined by the assessment framework relate to item difficulty. This is 
required to establish that a link between the assessment framework and item difficulty 
exists, and lays the foundation for the construct representation approach used for the 
other research questions. The second question focuses on whether there is a significant 
difference between modes in how the difficulty varies across categories of the item fac-
ets defined the PISA assessment framework. The third question focuses on the items 
flagged as mode invariant after the PISA 2015 field trial. It is investigated whether the 
link between mode effect and item facet categories will change when only using mode 
invariant items. As such, the third research question is whether any differences between 
modes persist when using only mode invariant items?

Methods 
Sample

For the study, all countries that participated in the 2015 PISA field trials with both PBA 
and CBA modes were approached to provide data. Overall, we attained the support of 
13 countries to provide their data. The sample size for each domain varies slightly due to 
the PISA test rotation design. Importantly, the 2015 field test resulted in more students 
taking the computer-based version of the test than the paper-based version. The aver-
age number of responses per item are presented in Table 2 by domain and mode. For 
one item in the reading domain, only three countries had CBA responses, resulting in 
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the standard deviation for average number of CBA responses to be higher when com-
pared to the mathematics or science domains.Table 2 also shows the average number of 
responses per item for the two modes of test administration, along with the average age 
and gender composition.

The rotation design of the PISA study means that not all items were administered to 
every student, resulting in the variation between the sample sizes in the three assessed 
domains. A key consideration for this study (as with the OECD’s original study) (OECD, 
2016) is that country specific model-based analyses would be limited due to the number 
of responses elicited at the country level. Given the data were obtained from a field trial 
with a relatively small number of students per item, the average number of responses per 
item at a country level would typically be insufficient to facilitate two parameter logis-
tic (2PL) modelling being used in PISA since 2015. For example, the average number of 
responses for Germany was between 100 and 200 responses per item within each mode. 
Country level analysis is outside the scope of this research, so individual countries are 
not used as a covariate here, however using a pooled approach with countries as strata, 
the average number of responses per item is over 1500, which means that a 2PL model is 
expected to provide stable item parameter estimates.

Statistical modelling

The statistical approach to answer the three research questions can be understood as a 
multi-step process. The first step is to estimate item difficulties on the IRT scale for PBA 
and CBA separately using a two-group model. Here, the PBA item difficulties serve as a 
benchmark for assessing whether there is a relationship between the item difficulties and 
the facets used in the PISA assessment framework, as asked in the first research ques-
tion. The second step is to estimate the mean difficulty for PBA and CBA for each item 
facet category included in the PISA 2015 assessment framework. This provides the basis 
for the third step. Here, the relationship between facet categories and difficulty within 
each domain facet is compared across modes. Thus, the aim is to falsify the null hypoth-
esis that there is no difference across modes in how the average difficulty varies across 
facet categories (see Fig. 1a). This will answer research question two, and when repeated 
with only mode-invariant items, will also answer question research question three.

For step one, a statistical approach to estimating item difficulties was undertaken that 
is similar to the approach undertaken by the OECD, as described in Annex 6 (OECD, 
2016, pp. 7–8). The OECD approach used a hybrid combination of item functions drawn 

Table 2 Summary of pooled data for 13 Countries

Mathematics Reading Science

PBA CBA PBA CBA PBA CBA

N 4760 7200 4701 7094 4703 7158

Avg. N per item 1555.6 2300.2 1546.9 2141.5 1553.4 2282.7

(SD) (60.9) (95.8) (23.9) (353.2) (23.4) (96.1)

Avg. Age (Yrs) 15.53 15.53 15.53 15.53 15.53 15.53

(SD) (0.29) (0.29) (0.28) (0.29) (0.29) (0.29)

Female 48.45% 49.03% 48.22% 48.98% 48.71% 48.70%
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from the Rasch model, two parameter logistic model (2PL), and Generalized Partial 
Credit Model (GPMC) model. For this analysis, the measurement model chosen is the 
GPCM, as it can most closely approximate the OECD approach in a single model. The 
GPCM proposed by Muraki (1992) is shown in Eq. 1, with an additional subscript indi-
cating mode.

where Xim denotes the item response of item i in mode m (m = pba, cba; for paper-based 
and computer-based administration), across categories k. Note that the item discrimina-
tion aim and item difficulty bim are mode-specific parameters. Given m, item step param-
eters dihm are estimated using the constraints di0m = 0 and 

∑Ki

h=1
dihm = 0.

To address the three research questions a multi-group modelling approach was used. 
More specifically mixture models with two known classes representing the administra-
tion modes CBA and PBA were tested. Assuming random equivalence of the two mode 
groups, the latent variable for ability in each group was constrained to a mean of 0 and 
variance of 1, whereas the item parameters (thresholds, loadings) were estimated freely 
between groups to capture potential item-level mode effects. For each facet such a 
model was estimated.

To transform the estimated model parameters to the IRT scale, item thresholds were 
converted to item difficulties using Eq. (2), taken from Asparouhov and Muthen (2016):

where b is the estimated difficulty for item i in category k; τ is the threshold, � is the fac-
tor loading, and α and ψ are the mean and variance of the factor f, respectively (Muthen, 
2017). Given the model constraints, Eq.  (2) simplifies to the fraction of threshold and 
factor loading.

To address the first research question, item difficulties bik from the PBA group are 
used as the criterion variable in a multiple regression model, with the facets included in 
the PISA assessment framework forming the predictor variables (see e.g., Hartig et al., 
2012). The regression model is shown in Eq. (3):

where bi,PBA is the item difficulty from Eq. (2) for the PBA items only, as the PBA item 
difficulties are used as the benchmark (note that in the case of a partial credit item we 
simply used the average of the item’s category difficulties bik ). βp is the regression coef-
ficient for item facet p, where P is equal to the total number of facets in the domain. xip 
indicates which category of facet p applies to item i.

For the second step in the analysis, additional parameters are derived for the average 
item difficulty for each facet category and for each of the two test modes. These average 
facet category difficulties are shown in Fig. 1. To do this, the mean item difficulty was 
added as a new mode-specific parameter for each facet category by Eq. (4):

(1)P(XI = k|θ) =
exp

[

∑k
h=0aI(θ − bI + dihm)

]

∑Ki
j=0

exp
[

∑j
v=0

aI(θ − bI + divm)
] , k = 0, . . . ,Ki

(2)bik =
τik − �ikα

�ik

√
ψ

(3)bi,PBA =
∑P

p=0
βpxip + ei
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where bfm is the mean item difficulty for facet category f, and bI is the difficulty of item i 
administered by mode m. For example, the Maths facet for process in Table (1) has three 
categories, so the mean item difficulty is calculated for each facet category, by mode, to 
create six mean values in total.

Once the mean values are obtained for each facet category, the representation of 
differences in mean difficulties for each mode is then formulated. This is done by dif-
ferencing the mean values within each mode to its adjacent category. Adapting Fig. 1a 
as an example, the three facet categories shown requires two additional parameters to 
be derived. This is done for both modes, shown in Eqs. (5–8):

where D1,PBA and D2,PBA are the differences between P1 and P2, and P2 and P3 in Fig. 1 
respectively. The same applies to D1,CBA and D2,CBA , estimating the differences from C1 
to C2, and C2 to C3 respectively.

For the final step in the analysis, a statistical test is required to measure if the esti-
mated differences between adjacent facet categories are significantly different across 
modes. If there are cross-mode differences, the facet determines item difficulty differ-
ently and in turn cross-mode differences in score interpretation are suggested. To test 
cross-mode differences, either a Wald test or likelihood ratio test (LRT) can be used. 
In comparing the two tests, “they have similar behaviour when the sample size n is 
large and  H0 is true” (Agresti, 2007, p.11). Given the number of observations attained 
through pooling the data, the Wald test is expected to provide comparable results 
to an LRT approach. Given the complexity and number of the models estimated, the 
Wald test was also selected for its computational simplicity in that each model only 
needs to be estimated once.

The Wald test is applied across all categories of a facet to test the null hypothesis 
 (H0) that there is no significant difference between modes in how average difficulty 
varies across facet categories. For the example from Fig. 1 with three facet categories 
for both PBA and CBA we constrain the difference in means from Eqs.  (5) and (7) 
to zero which gives Eq. (9), and the difference in means from Eqs. (6) and (8) to zero 
which gives Eq. (10). As such, the Wald test statistic used to test the null hypothesis 
combines Eqs.  (9) and (10) to test if there is a significant cross-mode difference in 
how facet categories determine difficulty:

(4)bfm =
∑nf

i=1
bI

nf

(5)D1,PBA =
(

b1,PBA − b2,PBA

)

(6)D2,PBA =
(

b2,PBA − b3,PBA

)

(7)D1,CBA =
(

b1,CBA − b2,CBA

)

(8)D2,CBA =
(

b2,CBA − b3,CBA

)
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Equation (9) is equivalent to saying there is no significant difference across modes, of 
the differences between facet categories 1 and 2 within each mode. Equation (10) repeats 
the procedure, but instead compares facet categories 2 and 3. Combining both equations 
into one Wald test statistic allows testing of the null hypothesis, that is, there is no differ-
ence in score interpretation between modes.

Using the Mplus software (Muthen & Muthen, 2017), the parameters of the two-
group item response model were estimated using robust maximum likelihood estima-
tion (MLR). Missing responses for items not reached or flagged as not applicable, are 
incorporated into estimation by being scored “NA”, in accordance with the PISA scoring 
guide for 2015 data (OECD, 2017a, pp. 198). Furthermore, stratification for countries, 
and clustering of students within schools to model the PISA sampling process was incor-
porated for obtaining adjusted standard errors.

Statistical inference

For determining if there is a significant difference between modes, we need to select a 
suitable type 1 error rate (alpha). This is a more nuanced matter, especially when mul-
tiple tests are being conducted for hypothesis testing. A common level of alpha is 0.05, 
meaning there is a 5% chance of falsely rejecting the null hypothesis, concluding that 
there is evidence of inequality between test modes. When multiple tests are conducted, 
as is the case with this analysis (three for maths, three for reading, six for science), it 
is common to correct the alpha level according to the number of tests undertaken to 
avoid alpha accumulation. For example, the Bonferroni technique, would reduce the 
alpha level to reduce the chances of a type 1 error across all the tests. However, doing 
so in the context of this study would also help make more inferences supporting score 
interpretation equality between modes. As such, methods for correcting for alpha accu-
mulation (such as the Bonferroni technique) will only further support the null hypoth-
esis. As a consequence, alpha could be increased to 0.1 meaning the chance of a type 1 
error increases, but for this study, results in a more conservative approach to inferring 
test score interpretation and its equivalence between the modes. As such, these compet-
ing priorities for both reducing alpha to avoid alpha accumulation, and increasing alpha 
to have a more conservative approach to equivalence testing, counteract one another. 
Therefore, we decided to use an alpha level of 0.1 in this study.

Results
Explaining item difficulties by facet categories

The first research question focuses on establishing that there is a relationship between 
the facets proposed by the assessment framework and the estimated item difficulties 
using the GPCM model outlined in Eq.  (1) and scaled to the IRT scales using Eq.  (2). 
For mathematics, the facets explained item difficulty with an R2 = 0.30, F(8,59) = 3.19, 
p = 0.004. This indicates that 30% of the variation in item difficulty can be explained 
by the facets of the assessment framework for mathematics. Furthermore, the p-value 

(9)D1,CBA − D1,PBA = 0

(10)D2,CBA − D2,PBA = 0
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indicates that the overall the explanation of variance is statistically significant. For read-
ing, the facets predicted the item difficulty with an R2 = 0.14, F(8,60) = 1.20, p = 0.310. 
The p-value indicates that there is no significant relationship between the reading frame-
work and item difficulty. While the analysis for the reading framework is undertaken in 
subsequent steps for completeness, it needs to be prefaced that no strong conclusions 
should be drawn about test score interpretation in the reading domain, given the regres-
sion results. For the final domain, science, the framework predicted the item difficulty 
with an R2 = 0.31, F(14,59) = 1.92, p = 0.041. This indicates a link between the assessment 
framework’s facets and item difficulty, where 31% of the variation in item difficulties can 
be explained by the variation in the assessment framework. As such, there is reasonable 
evidence for a link between item difficulties and facet categories for mathematics and 
science, but not for reading.

Mathematics facets

The mathematics domain contains three facets relating to content, situation and con-
text, and the cognitive processes expected to be used by students in responding to the 
items. The results presented in Table 3 show the estimated mean item difficulty for each 

Table 3 Mean facet level item difficulty across mathematics facets and levels

*  Significant difference between PBA and CBA variation in estimated mean item difficulty within facet
a Sample sizes between all items and mode invariant items vary due to limited cases where students recorded no responses 
across the mode invariant items

Facet Levels All Items Mode invariant items

bPBA bCBA Wald test χ2 
(N = 11960)

bPBA bCBA Wald test χ2 
(N = 11950)a

Content Space and 
shape

0.52 (0.04) 0.90 (0.04) χ2 (3) = 7.19* 0.85 (0.04) 1.17 (0.05) χ2 (3) = 11.94*

Quantity −0.68 (0.07) −0.42 (0.07) p = .07 −0.61 (0.18) −0.40 (0.12) p = .01

Change and 
relationships

0.13 (0.04) 0.39 (0.07) 0.07 (0.04) 0.37 (0.07)

Uncertainty 
and data

0.05 (0.04) 0.33 (0.03) −0.11 (0.05) 0.00 (0.05)

Situa-
tion and 
context

Personal −0.78 (0.12) −0.42 (0.14) χ2 (3) = 5.17 −0.64 (0.18) −0.22 (0.16) χ2 (3) = 7.21*

Scientific 0.30 (0.03) 0.55 (0.04) p = .13 0.30 (0.04) 0.57 (0.04) p = .07

Societal −0.08 (0.04) 0.24 (0.04) 0.06 (0.04) 0.21 (0.04)

Occupa-
tional

0.29 (0.04) 0.54 (0.04) 0.66 (0.04) 0.81 (0.05)

Process Interpreting, 
applying 
and evaluat-
ing math-
ematical 
outcomes

−0.56 (0.04) −0.29 (0.04) χ2 (2) = 3.83 −0.70 (0.04) −0.56 (0.05) χ2 (2) = 2.99

Employing 
math-
ematical 
concepts, 
facts and 
procedures

−0.10 (0.05) 0.25 (0.06) p = .15 0.14 (0.09) 0.48 (0.09) p = .22

Formulating 
situations 
mathemati-
cally

0.63 (0.04) 0.86 (0.03) 0.76 (0.04) 0.95 (0.04)
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item facet category and by the two assessment modes. For each facet, Fig. 2 is added to 
assist in the visual inspection of the pattern for each facet by mode, which depicts the 
comparability of score interpretation. A Wald test statistic and p value are presented for 
each facet, indicating whether there is a significant variation between the PBA and CBA 
assessment modes in how the estimated mean item difficulties differ across facet catego-
ries. The table and the figure also present the results for those items deemed as ‘mode 
invariant’ as classified by the OECD mode effects analysis (OECD, 2017a, Annex A).

Visually inspecting Fig. 2, the first important observation is that in all instances, the 
estimated mean facet difficulties for CBA are consistently larger than the PBA means. 
This result aligns with previous research on mode effects, where CBA was found to be 
more difficult than PBA. The results for the content facet indicate that, on average, items 
relating to space and shape are the most difficult for test takers, while items on quantity 
are the least difficult. This applies to both the PBA and CBA modes. Figure 2 shows no 
substantial difference in the pattern of the PBA and CBA items’ difficulty. However, the 
magnitude of the differences between the facet categories resulted in a significant Wald 
test statistic, indicating that there is evidence of a difference between modes in how dif-
ficulty varied across facet categories.

For the situation and context facet, the results show that items with a personal context 
are the least difficult, compared to the other facet categories. The resulting Wald test 
statistic indicates there is insufficient evidence for variation between modes in terms of 
differences between facet categories’ difficulty. The final item facet, process, shows that 
items requiring test takers to undertake formulating situations mathematically are the 

Fig. 2 Mean item difficulty for each item facet category by mode for all items and for mode invariant items 
in mathematics (Content Categories: 1 = Space and shape; 2 = Quantity; 3 = Change and relationships; 
4 = Uncertainty and data; Situation and Context Categories: 1 = Personal; 2 = Scientific; 3 = Societal; 
4 = Occupational; Process Categories: 1 = Interpreting, applying and evaluating mathematical outcomes; 
2 = Employing mathematical concepts, facts and procedures; 3 = Formulating situations mathematically)
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most difficult, relative to the other two facet categories. The Wald test indicates there 
was no statistically significant difference between modes in how difficulty varies across 
facet categories.

When analysing only the mode invariant items, the Wald test indicated that both the 
content facet and the situation and context facets had a significant difference between 
modes in the variation of estimated mean difficulties. The difference in the representa-
tions is shown in Fig. 2, with an obvious change in estimated item difficulty for facet cat-
egory 4. For the situation and context facet, the difference occurs in the slope between 
category 2 and category 3, with CBA having a steeper line than the PBA mode. f. The 
Wald test results indicates a significant difference between the PBA and CBA test modes. 
Reading Facets.

The reading domain consisted of three facets in 2015, classifying items by situation, 
text format, and aspect. Aspect relates to the underlying cognitive processes that test 
takers are expected to utilise in answering items. The results are presented in Table 4 
with the mean item difficulty by facet category shown in Fig. 3. Initial inspection con-
firms that across all instances, the CBA mode of the test is more difficult than the PBA 
mode.

For the situation facet, the key feature associated with the pattern in Fig. 3 is that for 
the PBA test, category 4 is on average more difficult than the category 3. However, for 
the CBA items, this relationship is reversed, with the average difficulty of category 3 
being more difficult than category 4. The Wald test indicates that there is a significant 
difference in the variation of difficulties between modes.

For the second facet, text format, items with a mixed text format are the most 
difficult for test takers in both modes, with a mean estimated difficulty of -0.07 in 
the PBA mode, and 0.43 in the CBA mode. Figure  3 shows that in the CBA facet 

Table 4 Mean facet level item Difficulty across reading facets and levels

* Significant difference between PBA and CBA variation in estimated mean item difficulty within facet

Facet Level All items Mode invariant items

bPBA bCBA Wald test χ2 
(N = 11795)

bPBA bCBA Wald test χ2 
(N = 11795)

Situation Public −0.16 (0.04) 0.10 (0.04) χ2 (3) = 34.34* −0.44 (0.05) −0.35 (0.04) χ2 (3) = 9.16*

Personal −0.55 (0.04) −0.24 (0.04) p < 0.01 −0.69 (0.04) −0.43 (0.04) p = 0.03

Educational −0.72 (0.05) −0.31 (0.06) −0.39 (0.07) −0.14 (0.12)

Occupa-
tional

−0.65 (0.04) −0.57 (0.05) −0.78 (0.05) −0.62 (0.07)

Text format Continuous −0.55 (0.04) −0.30 (0.04) χ2 (3) = 26.15* −0.59 (0.04) −0.36 (0.06) χ2 (3) = 12.93*

Mixed −0.07 (0.04) 0.43 (0.05) p < 0.01 0.00 (0.05) 0.36 (0.10) p < 0.01

Non-con-
tinuous

−0.63 (0.04) −0.31 (0.04) −0.69 (0.05) −0.59 (0.05)

Multiple −0.99 (0.05) −0.56 (0.04) −1.07 (0.06) −0.73 (0.06)

Aspect Integrate 
and inter-
pret

−0.47 (0.04) −0.16 (0.05) χ2 (2) = 15.86* −0.42 (0.05) −0.15 (0.09) χ2 (2) = 1.76

Reflect and 
evaluate

−0.45 (0.04) −0.26 (0.04) p < 0.01 −0.39 (0.04) −0.22 (0.04) p = 0.41

Access and 
retrieve

−0.81 (0.05) −0.44 (0.04) −1.17 (0.07) −1.04 (0.05)
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categories, the peak associated with the category 2 is steeper and more pronounced 
than in the PBA items. Again, the Wald test statistic indicates that there is a sig-
nificant difference between the two modes as to how the mean estimated difficulties 
vary across facet categories.

For the final facet, aspect, items that require test takers to access and retrieve 
information are found to be the least difficult to complete in both modes, with a 
mean estimated difficulty of  −0.81 in the PBA mode, and −0.44 in the CBA mode. 
Figure 3 for the PBA items is slightly increasing from category 1 to 2, while in the 
CBA items, it is decreasing from category 1 to 2. The Wald test statistic confirms 
there is a significant difference between the two modes in the variation of mean dif-
ficulties. This means all three facets in the reading domain, when using all items, 
are showing a significant variation between modes in the variation of estimated 
mean difficulties. For the mode invariant only items, Fig. 3 for the situation and text 
format facets show clear differences between the pattern of estimated difficulties. 
For situation, the PBA facet categories have a larger decrease from category 1 to 
2 compared to the CBA categories. For the text format facet, the mode invariant 
CBA items have a greater decrease in difficulty from category 3 to 4 when compared 
to the PBA facet categories. The Wald test statistic indicates that this variation 
between the two modes is significant with a p value of less than 0.01. The final facet 
aspect however shows that for the mode invariant items, there is now no significant 
difference in the variation of the estimated means between modes.

Fig. 3 Mean item difficulty for each item facet category by mode for all items and for mode invariant items 
in reading (Situation categories: 1 = Public; 2 = Personal; 3 = Educational; 4 = Occupational; Text format 
categories: 1 = Continuous; 2 = Mixed; 3 = Non-continuous; 4 = Multiple; Aspect categories: 1 = Integrate and 
interpret; 2 = Reflect and evaluate; 3 = Access and retrieve)
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Science facets

The science domain was the major domain in 2015. The PISA assessment framework 
consists of six facets, being: two different dimensions of context; competency; knowl-
edge requirements; scientific system; depth of knowledge deemed necessary to respond to 
items. The results for all six facets are presented in Table 5 , and Fig. 4a and b respec-
tively. When analysing all science items by facets, four facets showed significant cross-
mode variations in how mean difficulties differ between facet categories. These are the 
two context facets, the system facet, and the competency facet.

The arrangement of items according to context 1 (with three categories) indicates a sig-
nificant difference in how the estimated means are represented between the two modes. 
Inspecting Fig. 4a, the key differences between the PBA and CBA representation occurs 

Table 5 Mean facet level item difficulty across science facets and levels

* Significant difference between PBA and CBA variation in estimated mean item difficulty within facet
a Sample sizes between all items and mode invariant items vary due to limited cases where students recorded no responses 
across the mode invariant items

Facet Levels All items Mode invariant items

bPBA bCBA Wald test χ2 
(N = 11861)

bPBA bCBA Wald test χ2 
(N = 11859)a

Context 1 
(2015)

Personal −0.06 (0.08) 0.10 (0.07) χ2 (2) = 5.85* −0.42 (0.08) −0.29 (0.07) χ2 (2) = 4.4

Local/
National

−0.38 (0.03) −0.11 (0.03) p = .05 −0.30 (0.03) −0.11 (0.03) p = .11

Global 0.11 (0.03) 0.43 (0.03) 0.09 (0.04) 0.35 (0.03)

Context 2 
(2015)

Health and 
disease

−0.37 (0.04) −0.21 (0.03) χ2 (4) = 24.40* −0.31 (0.04) −0.16 (0.04) χ2 (4) = 3.99

Natural 
resources

−0.52 (0.04) −0.18 (0.03) p < .01 −0.35 (0.04) −0.13 (0.03) p = .41

Frontiers 0.15 (0.04) 0.40 (0.04) −0.14 (0.04) 0.06 (0.04)

Hazards −0.76 (0.06) −0.53 (0.05) −0.78 (0.07) −0.63 (0.05)

Environmen-
tal quality

−0.17 (0.04) 0.14 (0.03) 0.12 (0.04) 0.35 (0.04)

System Living −0.06 (0.04) 0.18 (0.03) χ2 (2) = 8.97* −0.1 (0.03) 0.07 (0.03) χ2 (2) = 5.24*

Earth and 
space

−0.43 (0.04) −0.07 (0.03) p = .01 −0.47 (0.04) −0.23 (0.03) p = .07

Physical −0.35 (0.04) −0.12 (0.04) −0.36 (0.05) −0.16 (0.05)

Compe-
tency

Interpret 
data & 
evidence 
scientifically

−0.22 (0.04) 0.08 (0.03) χ2 (2) = 11.06* −0.19 (0.03) 0.00 (0.03) χ2 (2) = 4.02

Evaluate 
and design 
scientific 
enquiry

−0.30 (0.05) 0.06 (0.04) p < .01 −0.12 (0.05) 0.17 (0.05)  p=.13

Explain 
phenomena 
scientifically

−0.22 (0.04) −0.03 (0.03) −0.36 (0.04) −0.21 (0.04)

Knowl-
edge

Procedural −0.30 (0.04) −0.04 (0.04) χ2 (2) = 4.39 −0.1 (0.04) 0.08 (0.04) χ2 (2) = 8.37*

Content −0.24 (0.04) 0.00 (0.03) p = .11 −0.33 (0.04) −0.17 (0.04)  p=.02

Epistemic −0.01 (0.05) 0.35 (0.04) −0.27 (0.06) 0.07 (0.04)

Depth of 
Knowl-
edge

Low −0.37 (0.04) −0.12 (0.04) χ2 (2) = 3.42 −0.49 (0.05) −0.32 (0.05) χ2 (2) = 1.35

Medium −0.23 (0.03) 0.05 (0.03) p = .18 −0.26 (0.03) −0.04 (0.03)  p=.51

High 0.30 (0.05) 0.47 (0.05) 0.30 (0.05) 0.49 (0.06)
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Fig. 4 Mean item difficulty for each item facet category by mode for all items and for mode invariant items 
in science (Context 1 categories: 1 = Personal; 2 = Local/national; 3 = Global; Context 2 categories: 1 = Health 
and disease; 2 = Natural resources; 3 = Frontiers; 4 = Hazards; 5 = Environmental quality; Competency 
categories: 1 = Interpret data and evidence scientifically; 2 = Evaluate and design scientific enquiry; 
3 = Explain phenomena scientifically; Knowledge categories: 1 = Procedural; 2 = Content; 3 = Epistemic; 
System categories: 1 = Living; 2 = Earth and space; 3 = Physical; Depth of knowledge categories: 1 = Low; 
2 = Medium; 3 = High)
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in the difference between the category 1 and category 2, where the slope of the line for 
CBA is not as steep between these categories compared to the PBA slope.

In context 2 (with five categories), there is a significant difference between the PBA 
and CBA assessment modes in how the estimated mean item difficulties differ across 
facet categories. For the PBA representation, the category 2 is on average less difficult 
that the category 1. However, in the CBA representation, this relationship is reversed 
with the category 1 now more difficult than category 2. The Wald test indicates a signifi-
cant difference in the representation of the two modes.

For the competency (Fig. 4a) and system (Fig. 4b) facets the figures descriptively show 
clear differences in how the facets are represented. For competency, the estimated mean 
difficulties for category 3 is higher than category 2, while the CBA items, category 2 is 
higher than category 3. For the system facet, the PBA line shows category 2 lower than 
category 3, while for CBA category 2 is higher than category 3.. The Wald test statistics 
in both facets confirm there is a significant variation in how the estimated mean difficul-
ties relate to the facets by mode. For the knowledge and depth of knowledge facets, there 
is no indication that the mean estimated difficulty within the facets varies between the 
two modes.

When analysing the facets using only the mode invariant items, the Wald test statistic 
indicates two facets with a significant variation between modes. These are the system 
and knowledge facets. In Fig. 4b, the mode invariant items for the knowledge facet show 
that for PBA, the change between category 2 and 3 is relatively small when compared 
to the same change in the CBA mode. For mode invariant items in the system facet, the 
visual inspection is less clear, however the Wald test results indicate that the pattern rep-
resentations between the two modes are significantly different.

Discussion
Using data from 13 participating countries in PISA 2015, we compared the score inter-
pretation across modes in the domains of mathematics, reading and science. As a first 
preparatory step we addressed research question one of whether the facets proposed 
by the assessment framework actually explain item difficulty. The results showed for 
the mathematics domain, there was a clear link between the item difficulties and the 
PISA assessment framework as indicated by the portion of variance explained by fac-
ets (substantial effect size). For the reading domain however, there was less evidence to 
establish a link as indicated by the moderate portion of explained variance. Finally, as for 
maths, for science there was a clear link between the item facets included in the assess-
ment framework and item difficulty (substantial effect size). The relative weak relation 
between item facets and item difficulties in reading suggests, that there are other item 
characteristics not included in the present study determining item difficulty. This in 
turn limits the conclusiveness of our results on the cross-mode comparability of reading 
score interpretation.

To address research questions two and three, estimated item difficulties were used to 
derive item facet category means corresponding to the PISA 2015 assessment frame-
work. Differencing the facet category mean difficulties within each mode represents the 
score interpretation for each mode, which was tested to see if there was a significant 
difference between PBA and CBA. The results across all three domains showed some 
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significant difference between the PBA and CBA modes in how the mean difficulty var-
ied across the facet categories.

For the maths domain, the findings suggest that the maths test score interpretation 
with all items is similar across modes except for the influence of the content facet on 
the test score. When using mode invariant items comparability is reduced in that both 
content and situation and context differ in the variation of estimated difficulty means 
for each of the facet categories between the two modes. Notably, for the process facet in 
mathematics, there is no evidence that the test score interpretation varies by mode when 
using all items or mode invariant items.

For the reading domain, results showed that when using all items for analysis, all three 
facets had a significant difference in how difficulty varies across facet categories between 
modes. This suggests differences in how the test scores are interpreted for PBA and CBA 
modes. Using mode invariant items only, situation and text format facets both indicated 
that there is a significant difference in test score interpretation.

Finally, the findings for the science domain with all items indicate that mode effects 
have a significant impact on both the context facets, the system facet, and the competency 
facet. This means there was a significant variation in how mean item difficulties are dis-
tributed between the facet categories and therefore differences in how the test scores 
are interpreted. For two facets, there was not significant difference. Using mode invari-
ant items only, there was a significant difference between modes only in the system and 
knowledge facets. This means that the comparability of score interpretation in science is 
in particular affected when all items are used.

In summary, in all domains there was at least on item facet showing significant differ-
ences between modes in the obtained difficulty pattern suggesting gradual differences 
in test score interpretation between modes. In particular for reading, almost all facets 
showed significant differences. This applies to both when all items are used for analysis, 
and also when only items are used deemed to be mode invariant. There was no clear pic-
ture in the way that using only items deemed as mode invariant in a domain increased 
comparability in terms of more facets showing no significant difference. The visual 
inspection of the difficulty patterns across facet categories and between modes provides 
a clearer picture. This descriptive interpretation confirms that there are cross-mode dif-
ferences, especially for reading, while the difficulty patterns for math and science were 
fairly consistent across modes. That is the slopes representing differences between adja-
cent facet categories were mostly parallel and had the same direction, respectively.

Limitations
A limitation of this study is that due to the limited number of responses within each 
country, a pooled approach to modelling the data was taken. Despite incorporating 
countries as strata weights, it could be expected that there is some variation in the mode 
effect between countries. This study was limited in the ability to account for country-
specific mode effects.

Another limitation of the study is the strength of the evidence that can be attained 
from the construct representation approach given the item characteristics (item facets) 
provided by the PISA assessment framework. In particular, we refrained from examining 
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and comparing construct validity and limited ourselves to comparing score interpre-
tation because construct validation would require more theoretical grounding of the 
facets of the items. This refers to the justification of each facet, the completeness of 
construct-relevant facets, and assignment of items to facets based. Therefore, a theory-
based task analysis is required identifying information processing factors and relating 
them to item characteristics. Thus, additional supporting evidence would be required to 
make stronger assertions that the underlying constructs defined by the PISA assessment 
framework have (not) changed as a result of the change in test mode.

Another area for future research focuses the modelling approach. In the present study, 
for each facet a model was estimated to limit model complexity. However, modelling 
item facets simultaneously would be a valuable extension, as, for instance, it would allow 
to investigate (theoretically relevant) interactions between item facets.

Conclusions
The present study shows that the mode effects on difficulty vary within some of the 
item facets proposed by the PISA assessment framework, in particular for reading. The 
obtained findings are based on the construct representation approach relating item fac-
ets to item difficulty, and shed light on whether the comparability of score interpretation 
between modes is given. Thus, the present study adds a new approach and empirical 
findings to the investigation of the cross-mode equivalence in PISA domains. In par-
ticular, it extends previous research that focused on mode effects on item parameters in 
terms of the equivalence of interpretation of the test scores, which is crucial for main-
taining the trend.
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